The M38e Vaccination Workstation is a flexible, mobile workstation that keeps all of your vaccination supplies and sharps container within easy reach. Its lightweight, slim profile enables you to move easily throughout a clinic, care site, or pharmacy. Multiple drawer sizes and bin configuration options provide organized and secure storage of vaccination supplies. The M38e Vaccination Workstation features simple ergonomic adjustments, easy maneuverability, and an increased runtime to maintain uninterrupted workflow.

**Key Features**
- Large, expandable work surface for vaccine preparation
- Flexible drawer options for secure storage of supplies
- Available in powered or non-powered
- Slim profile for tight care setting and ease of mobility
- Designed for easy cleaning

**Storage Options**
- Multiple bin and divider options address specific needs

**Security**
- Intuitive locking and security system

**Expandable Surface**
- Additional work space for vaccine preparation

Shown with optional accessories
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Optional Accessories

- Sharps Bracket (Available for side mount)
- Sanitizing Wipes Bracket
- Waste Bin
- Wire Basket
- Height Adjustable Tilt Swivel Monitor Mount
- Pre-Drilled Rear Bin Scanner Plate
- Printer Shelf
- Forked Scanner Holder

Check with your Capsa Healthcare regional sales manager about these and more accessories specific to your chosen point-of-care solution.

Bin Configurations

- 9M38-11
- 9M38-33
- 9M38-12
- 9M38-23
- 9M38-22
- 9M38-DD
- 9M38-13
- 9M38-QQ

Non-locking supply bins also available

Wide Range of Mobile Vaccination Workstations